Improving Online Idea Generation Platforms and Customizing the Task Structure on the Basis of Consumers’ Domain-Specific Knowledge

The authors explore how firms can enhance consumer performance in online idea generation platforms. Most, if not all, online idea generation platforms offer all consumers identical tasks in which (1) participants are granted access to ideas from other participants and (2) ideas are classified into categories, but consumers can navigate freely across idea categories. The former is linked to stimulus ideas, and the latter may be viewed as a first step toward problem decomposition. The authors propose that the effects of both stimulus ideas and problem decomposition are moderated by consumers’ domain-specific knowledge. In particular, concrete cues such as stimulus ideas are more beneficial to low-knowledge consumers, and high-knowledge consumers are better served with abstract cues such as the ones offered by problem decomposition. The authors’ hypotheses are supported by an extensive empirical investigation involving more than 6,000 participants. The findings suggest that online idea generation platforms should use problem decomposition more explicitly and that firms should not immediately show other participants’ ideas to high-knowledge consumers when they access the platform. In other words, online idea generation platforms should customize the task structure on the basis of each participant’s domain-specific knowledge.
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participants are instructed to work on subcategories of the problem separately.

Our research is among the first to explore how online idea generation platforms can enhance consumer performance by deviating from this standard structure (i.e., by not showing stimulus ideas and/or by explicitly decomposing the problem) and customizing their structure on the basis of each consumer's characteristics. As Hoyer et al. (2010) discuss, although consumers nowadays are willing and able to share their ideas to firms benevolently, research on how firms may effectively enhance consumer performance at idea generation has been scarce.

Theoretically, our research extends the idea generation literature by showing that domain knowledge moderates the impacts of stimulus ideas and problem decomposition. Extensive research has examined the impact of stimulus ideas and the conditions under which they are beneficial versus detrimental. However, very little is known about whether stimulus ideas have a different impact on different types of idea generation participants. Similarly, although research has documented a positive main effect of problem decomposition, little is known about the moderators of this effect.

To derive our hypotheses, we adopt a cognitive view of idea generation, according to which both stimulus ideas and problem decomposition provide search cues in the memory retrieval step of the idea generation process. Drawing on the psychology literature, we propose that low-level, concrete cues such as stimulus ideas are more beneficial to low-knowledge consumers. In contrast, consumers with more abundant domain knowledge are more prone to the negative cognitive fixation induced by such ideas. We further suggest that problem decomposition provides high-level, abstract cues that are more beneficial to high-knowledge consumers compared with low-knowledge consumers. Our hypotheses are supported by an extensive empirical investigation involving more than 6,000 participants.

From a managerial perspective, our results have clear implications related to the design of online idea generation platforms. By specifically comparing a typical online idea generation platform with some variants in which stimulus ideas are not presented and/or the task is explicitly decomposed, we propose the following changes to improve extant online generation platforms. First, we show that online idea generation platforms should use problem decomposition more explicitly (rather than merely classifying ideas). Second, they should either not show stimulus ideas to high-knowledge consumers, or at least not show stimulus ideas to these consumers until they have generated a few ideas on their own. In other words, online idea generation platforms should customize the task structure based on each participant's domain-specific knowledge. Indeed, it is now easy to collect preliminary data on each consumer and customize the idea generation task on the fly based on the consumer's domain-specific knowledge. In a subsequent section, we illustrate that such a customized system has the potential to considerable enhance the value of online idea generation platforms.

Hypothesis Development

Cognitive View of Idea Generation

Our hypotheses are based on a cognitive view of idea generation, which has become increasingly popular in the literature. Cognitive research in idea generation has been concerned primarily with modeling and understanding the cognitive processes involved in idea generation and investigating ways in which the format and the structure of the task influence the output (Nagasundaram and Dennis 1993). For example, the Search for Ideas in Associate Memory model (Nijstad, Diehl, and Stroebe 2003; Nijstad and Stroebe 2006; Nijstad, Stroebe, and Lodewijx 2002, 2003, 2006), based on Raaijmakers and Shiffrin's (1981) Search of Associate Memory model, views idea generation as a two-stage process. In the first stage, the knowledge-activation stage, a search cue is assembled in short-term memory and used to probe long-term memory, resulting in the activation of an "image" in long-term memory. Search cues typically consist of examples of previously generated ideas and/or elements of the problem definition (Nijstad and Stroebe 2006; Nijstad, Stroebe, and Lodewijx 2002). In the second stage, the idea production stage, the features of the image activated in the first stage are used to generate new ideas by combining knowledge, forming new associations, or applying knowledge to a new domain. Indeed, these operations are widely believed to be critical to the creative process (Goldenberg and Mazursky 2002; Mednick 1962; Simonton 2003). We note that the Search for Ideas in Associate Memory model is closely related to the Geneplore model proposed by Finke, Ward, and Smith (1992; for applications of the Geneplore model in marketing, see, e.g., Moreau and Dahl 2005; Sellier and Dahl 2011).

This cognitive view of idea generation provides a useful framework for studying interventions aimed at improving consumer performance in idea generation. The interventions we consider herein influence the knowledge-activation stage of the process. More specifically, they provide cues to consumers that influence the knowledge retrieved from long-term memory during their search for ideas. As mentioned previously, the two most common types of search cues are stimulus ideas and elements of the problem definition (Nijstad and Stroebe 2006; Nijstad, Stroebe, and Lodewijx 2002). These two types of cues may be mapped onto the two manipulations that we consider in this article, stimulus ideas and problem decomposition. A key difference between these two types of cues is that whereas stimulus ideas provide low-level, concrete search cues in the form of specific solutions to the problem, problem decomposition provides high-level, abstract cues that are elements of the problem definition. In this article, we propose that the
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1The term "image" does not imply a visual or spatial representation of information. Images are knowledge structures that consist of a central concept and several features and associations related to that concept (e.g., features of the image "hotel" include "has rooms" and "has lobby," and that image may be associated with the image "restaurant").
effects of both manipulations are moderated by domain-specific knowledge, but in opposite directions.

**Stimulus Ideas**

A sizable literature stream has explored the conditions under which exposure to stimulus ideas may be beneficial versus detrimental. Research has shown that stimulus ideas benefit participants by providing a set of cues that activate knowledge that otherwise might not be accessed (Brown et al. 1998). Nijstad and Stroebe (2006) suggest that stimulus ideas can lead to productivity gains in idea generation because they make related knowledge more accessible. Other studies have also shown that exposure to others’ ideas leads to cognitive stimulation, which in turn may lead to additional ideas as long as the inefficiencies inherent to face-to-face groups are reduced and participants generate ideas individually while being exposed to stimulus ideas (Dugosh et al. 2000; Nijstad, Stroebe, and Lodewijkx 2002; Paulus and Yang 2000). This is achieved in practice by using electronic idea generation mechanisms (Gallupe et al. 1992; Nunamaker, Applegate, and Konsynski 1987).

Meanwhile, research has shown one of the main drawbacks of exposure to stimulus ideas to be cognitive fixation: participants may fixate on the knowledge captured by stimulus ideas, limiting their ability to identify original ideas (e.g., Bayus 2012; Cardoso and Badke-Schaub 2011; Jansson and Smith 1991; Marsh, Landau, and Hicks 1996; Smith 2003; Smith, Ward, and Schumacher 1993). Smith and Blankenship (1991) demonstrate that the distracting stimuli work as memory retrieval blocks. Indeed, the retroactive inhibition literature has shown that when retrieving items from memory, the activation of cues related to a subset of items inhibits retrieval of the remaining items (e.g., Nickerson 1984; Watkins and Allender 1987).

In summary, previous research has shown both positive and negative effects of stimulus ideas. On the positive side, stimulus ideas provide cues activating knowledge that may not be readily activated otherwise. On the negative side, stimulus ideas may induce cognitive fixation. Notably, the literature has focused primarily on how stimulus ideas are presented to participants but has largely ignored the issue of to whom the ideas are presented. In particular, very little is known about the type of participants who benefit more from the positive effects of stimulus ideas and/or suffer less from the ideas’ negative effects.

We propose that because stimulus ideas provide concrete examples of solutions to the problem, their positive effects should be more pronounced for low-knowledge consumers than for high-knowledge consumers. Following Ratchford (2001), we conceptualize domain knowledge as a person’s embodied skill or expertise that is acquired through past experiences, formal or informal training, or education. Note that by “low-knowledge consumers,” we refer to participants who have relatively limited knowledge about a specific domain but still have enough basic knowledge to be able to generate ideas on the topic. Indeed, it is well accepted that ideas cannot be generated without reference to prior knowledge (e.g., Goldenberg and Mazursky 2002; Mednick 1962; Simonton 2003).

Research has shown that novices (resp., experts) have a more concrete (resp., abstract) way of reasoning and tend to approach problems in a bottom-up (resp., top-down) manner (Chase and Simon 1973; Chi, Feltovich, and Glaser 1981; Schmidt and Boshuizen 1993; Wiley 1998). Indeed, experts classify knowledge using a more abstract, principle-based organization (Adelson 1981, 1984; Chase and Simon 1973; Chi, Glaser, and Rees 1982; Schmidt and Boshuizen 1993). Moreover, it has been shown that abstract representations become more accessible in people’s memory as they accumulate knowledge (Ericsson and Kintsch 1995; Kyung, Menon, and Trope 2013; Schmidt and Boshuizen 1993). In contrast, domain knowledge of less knowledgeable people tends to be less structured (Chi, Glaser, and Rees 1982) and more episodic (Mitchell and Dacin 1996). These studies suggest that concrete (resp., abstract) cues such as stimulus ideas fit better with the cognitive structures that characterize low-knowledge (resp., high-knowledge) consumers. Therefore, we expect that low-knowledge people should benefit more from the concrete examples provided by stimulus ideas.

We have argued thus far that the positive effects of stimulus ideas should be more pronounced for low- versus high-knowledge consumers. Next, we propose that high-knowledge consumers, compared with low-knowledge consumers, should also be more prone to cognitive fixation induced by stimulus ideas (i.e., the negative effects of stimulus ideas are more pronounced for high- vs. low-knowledge consumers).

Indeed, Wiley (1998) demonstrates that domain knowledge acts as a mental set that promotes fixation in problem solving (i.e., consumers who have greater knowledge in the relevant domain are actually more prone to fixation). This finding is consistent with another stream of literature in industrial design, which has shown that fixation is more likely to happen when the provided stimuli or examples are more familiar to the participants. Perttula and Sipilä (2007) and Purcell and Gero (1992) find that fixation is more severe when participants are presented with more common examples of solutions. Purcell and Gero (1996) report that mechanical engineers became fixated when shown examples of solutions that are characteristic of the knowledge base of their discipline.

It is important to note that research has shown fixation to be mostly unconscious and unintentional. Smith, Ward, and Schumacher (1993) find that fixation remains even when participants are explicitly instructed to diverge from the examples, and Marsh, Ward, and Landau (1999) report a similar result. Wiley (1998) finds that warning participants of fixation is not enough to remove it. As Smith (2003, pp. 27–28) notes, “the implicitly retrieved examples cannot be voluntarily rejected to make way for more appropriate responses.” Therefore, it seems unlikely that consumers—and, in particular, high-knowledge consumers, who are more likely to be prone to fixation—would be able to voluntarily ignore stimulus ideas to avoid the negative effects of fixation.

This discussion suggests that the positive effects of stimulus ideas should be more pronounced for low-versus
high-knowledge consumers, and their negative effects should be more pronounced for high- versus low-knowledge consumers. Therefore, the net effect of stimulus ideas should be more favorable to low- versus high-knowledge consumers, as our first hypothesis states:

\[ H_1: \text{There is a negative interaction between consumer knowledge and stimulus ideas. Namely, the presence of stimulus ideas reduces the performance of high-knowledge consumers relative to low-knowledge consumers.} \]

**Problem Decomposition**

Problem decomposition consists of simply decomposing the problem into subproblems and instructing participants to consider each subproblem separately. The creator of the brainstorming technique himself, Alex F. Osborn, argues that breaking down (i.e., decomposing) a problem into subcategories and instructing participants to work on the components separately improves the output of the session (Osborn 1963, p. 174). This prediction has been confirmed by Dennis et al. (1996), among others, in the context of electronic brainstorming. In one of their experiments, for example, they either asked participants, “What can elected officials, business leaders, and the general public do to encourage a higher level of leadership in the community?” (intact problem) or asked them first to focus on “What can elected officials do to encourage...?” followed by “What can business leaders do...?” and “What can the general public do...?” (decomposed problem). The authors show that participants who worked on the decomposed problem produced more ideas and more good ideas compared with participants who worked on the intact problem. Coskun et al. (2000) and Pitz, Sachs, and Heerboth (1980), among others, replicated this finding.

As we have indicated, most online idea generation platforms classify ideas into categories, but they do not explicitly instruct participants to consider these categories separately. Given the finding that problem decomposition tends to be beneficial, it seems relevant to consider whether online idea generation platforms should use this manipulation more explicitly and whether it will affect different types of consumers differently.

Unlike stimulus ideas, for which both positive and negative effects have been documented in the literature, the literature on problem decomposition has not identified any particular negative effect of this manipulation. Therefore, we focus on the positive effects, which we argue should be greater for high- versus low-knowledge consumers. From a cognitive perspective, problem decomposition provides another set of search cues to participants. Instead of being concrete examples of ideas, the cues are now elements of the problem definition (Nijstad and Stroebe 2006; Nijstad, Stroebe and Lodewijkx 2002). One key difference between these two types of cues is that whereas stimulus ideas provide low-level, concrete cues, problem decomposition provides high-level, abstract cues that do not reflect any level-specific solution to the problem.

As we have discussed, high-level, abstract cues fit better with the cognitive structures and problem-solving strategies that characterize high-knowledge consumers. Moreover, previous research has suggested that abstract cues should help high-knowledge consumers activate a broader set of images in their search for new ideas. Indeed, according to theories of spreading activation, higher-level concepts tend to activate lower-level ones (Collins and Loftus 1975). Therefore, higher-level cues are more beneficial (i.e., lead to the activation of a broader set of relevant lower-level concepts) for high-knowledge consumers, whose knowledge is more hierarchical and structured (Chase and Ericsson 1981; Cowley and Mitchell 2003; Kyung, Menon, and Trope 2013). This leads to our second hypothesis:

\[ H_2: \text{There is a positive interaction between consumer knowledge and problem decomposition. Namely, problem decomposition increases the performance of high-knowledge consumers relative to low-knowledge consumers.} \]

**Experimental Setup**

Testing our hypotheses requires the following elements: (1) soliciting ideas from consumers, (2) varying the task structure by providing stimulus ideas and/or decomposing the problem into subproblems, (3) obtaining an indicator of the quality of each generated idea, (4) measuring the performance of each consumer, and (5) assessing the knowledge level of each consumer in our idea generation task. We discuss each of these elements in the following subsections.

**Idea Generation Task**

Study 1 is related to idea generation for possible applications of “EasyCode,” a technology that allows camera cell phones to scan two-dimensional bar codes. In particular, the participants were told, “We are interested in new applications for the EasyCode technology. Please enter any idea you may think of.” This technology is well known today as “QR codes,” but at the time of our studies (Fall 2009 to Fall 2010) it was still emerging in the United States (some have argued that the tipping point for this technology happened in the fourth quarter of 2010; see, e.g., Cohen 2011; Mobio 2011). A detailed description of the technology presented to the respondents appears in Web Appendix A1.

In Study 2 (conducted in Fall 2014), we recruited respondents to submit ideas related to enhancing consumer experience in each of the followingfour domains: fast-food restaurants, personal banking, movie theaters, and social media platforms. In this study, each respondent was prompted to complete four idea generation tasks (one per domain, presented in random order).

**Varying Task Structure**

We examined the following four conditions of idea generation task structure: stimulus ideas, not decomposed (Condition 1); no stimulus ideas, not decomposed (Condition 2); stimulus ideas, decomposed (Condition 3); and no stimulus ideas, decomposed (Condition 4). Given that Condition 1 is the most similar to the task structure employed by most extant online idea generation platforms (which give participants access to others’ ideas and classify ideas into categories...
but do not instruct consumers to work on each category separately), we deem the first condition as the control and the other three as treatment conditions.

Using Study 1 as an example, in the stimulus ideas conditions, participants were exposed to idea examples during idea generation (e.g., “a user could scan an EasyCode in a magazine and see a movie’s trailer & show times,” “a user could scan an EasyCode on a TV screen and download and play a game from a TV show”). When the task was not decomposed, we instructed participants to generate ideas for the EasyCode technology that could be “printed on any type of paper, carton, or electronic screens.” In the decomposed conditions, respondents were prompted to generate ideas for the three different types of support (“paper,” “carton,” and “electronic screens”) in sequence.

All studies were conducted on the web, and respondents completed the task independently from one another. The web interface was such that respondents could enter as many or as few ideas as desired, and no time limit was imposed on the task. This setup was in line with the norm in existing online idea generation platforms.

In Study 1, we employed a between-subjects design by randomly assigning respondents to one of the idea generation conditions. In Study 2, we adopted a mixed design: the four domains were randomly assigned to the four conditions at the respondent level (between subjects), and each respondent completed the four conditions in random order (within subject). Table 1 provides an overview of the tasks used across studies, how each task was decomposed, and the source of the stimulus ideas. We provide more details on our research design when we discuss these studies in subsequent sections. Web Appendices A1-A2 provide screenshots of the web interfaces. Tables 2–3 show summary statistics from our two studies.

### Idea Evaluation

Because an accurate assessment of idea quality is essential to our empirical investigation, we adopted several measures from the literature (Girotra, Terwiesch, and Ulrich 2010; Kornish and Ulrich 2011; Toubia and Flores 2007) to evaluate idea quality in our two studies. In Study 1, we evaluated consumers’ adoption intent associated with each idea using respondents recruited from Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) panel. After being introduced to the technology, each respondent was asked to rate 20 ideas in terms of how likely they “would be to use it if it were available” on a ten-point scale adopted from Morrison (1979). The 20 ideas presented to each consumer were selected randomly from the set of ideas generated in that study, among the ideas that had received the fewest evaluations up to that point. This selection mechanism ensured that, by the end of the study, all ideas had received approximately the same number of evaluations.

In Study 2, we collected both consumer and business value evaluations of all ideas generated. Specifically, we obtained consumer evaluations from respondents recruited from MTurk. The online paradigm was similar to the one used to collect adoption intent ratings. After a brief introduction of the task context, the respondents were asked to rate 20 ideas on five-point scales based on whether the idea was novel, insightful, valuable for consumers, and well articulated. We collected consumer evaluation rather than
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**TABLE 1**

**Overview of Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Decomposition</th>
<th>Stimulus Ideas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td>New applications for the Easy-</td>
<td>Code printed on</td>
<td>Six ideas (two for each support)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Code technology</td>
<td>Paper, Carton, Electronic screens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2</td>
<td>Fast-food restaurants</td>
<td>Ideas related to</td>
<td>Other participants’ ideas from pretest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enhance user experience at</td>
<td>Service, Products, Dine-in experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fast-food restaurants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal banking</td>
<td>Ideas related to</td>
<td>Other participants’ ideas from pretest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enhance user experience with</td>
<td>Service, Products, Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>personal banking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Movie theaters</td>
<td>Ideas related to</td>
<td>Other participants’ ideas from pretest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enhance user experience in</td>
<td>Seats, screens, and sound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>movie theaters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social media platforms</td>
<td>Ideas related to</td>
<td>Other participants’ ideas from pretest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enhance user experience with</td>
<td>Features, Management, Integration,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>social media platforms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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adoption intent scores because the latter was not directly applicable to the idea generation domains considered in this study. Business value evaluations were assessed using a panel of senior business major undergraduate students who participated in the idea evaluation task as part of a class assignment. As senior business majors, these students had received formal training in evaluating the business value of new product ideas through a series of business classes. We further refreshed their memory with a lecture on this particular topic shortly before distributing this assignment. Following Girotra, Terwiesch, and Ulrich (2010), we instructed the students that an idea’s technical feasibility, novelty, specificity, and potential market demand should be accounted for when the idea is being evaluated for its business value.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Idea Generation</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant type</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>2,812</td>
<td>.781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer knowledge score (1–5)</td>
<td>1,799</td>
<td>1.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of ideas</td>
<td>6,635</td>
<td>1.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer performance metric</td>
<td>11,933</td>
<td>8.697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea quality metric: adoption intent</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>1,216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant type</td>
<td>32,425</td>
<td>1.423</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Idea Generation</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant type</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>3.560</td>
<td>.834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer knowledge score (1–5)</td>
<td>2.903</td>
<td>2.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of ideas</td>
<td>3.474</td>
<td>.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea quality score metric 1 (1–5)</td>
<td>10.085</td>
<td>8.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer performance metric 1</td>
<td>3.808</td>
<td>.579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer performance metric 2</td>
<td>11.054</td>
<td>8.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea Quality Metric 1: Consumer Evaluation</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant type</td>
<td>14.667</td>
<td>.926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of evaluations per idea</td>
<td>15.389</td>
<td>.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea Quality Metric 2: Business Value Evaluation</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant type</td>
<td>14.773</td>
<td>.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of evaluations per idea</td>
<td>15.038</td>
<td>1.047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Measuring Consumer Performance

Our empirical investigation requires examining how the interplay of consumer knowledge and task structure affects consumer performance in idea generation. Following the extant idea generation literature (e.g., Dennis and Valacich 1994; Dennis et al. 1996; Diehl and Stroebe 1987; Gallupe et al. 1992; Lamm and Trommsdorff 1973; Valacich, Dennis, and Nunamaker 1992), we define a participant’s performance as the sum of the average quality ratings of his or her ideas. Specifically, let $s_i^m$ be the average quality score on metric $m$ (e.g., adoption intent) received by idea $i$ submitted by respondent $j$, and let $N_j$ be the number of ideas submitted by respondent $j$. The performance of consumer $j$ on metric $m$ is measured as $Y_j^m = \sum_{i=1}^{N_j} s_i^m$. Given that we collected more than one idea quality metric in Study 2, we tested our hypotheses in this study using standardized consumer performance scores calculated from (1) consumer evaluations, (2) business value evaluations, and (3) the average of these two, respectively.

### Measuring Consumer Knowledge

We adapted the measurement scales developed by Mitchell and Dacin (1996) to gauge domain-specific consumer knowledge (for more details on the measurement scales used in our studies, see the Appendix). In Study 1, we based our scale items on knowledge about technological products and used the average of each respondent’s replies to these items to compute a knowledge score. We decided to measure knowledge about technological products because many ideas related to the EasyCode technology also relate to technological products in general. We acknowledge that whether this is the best way to measure consumer knowl-
edge in this study is still an open question. Nevertheless, our findings from Study 1 provide a lower bound on the magnitude of the effects predicted by our hypotheses and on the benefits from customizing the task based on the degree of consumer knowledge.

In Study 2, we addressed this issue by measuring domain-specific knowledge scale items related to the specific domains of fast-food restaurants, personal banking, movie theaters, and social media platforms. Namely, we computed four domain-specific knowledge scores for each respondent, corresponding to each of the four domains.

In our empirical investigation, we further control for differences in the raw knowledge scores across domains by mean-centering the knowledge scores using their corresponding domain-specific means. This is particularly necessary for Study 2 because the average knowledge scores may exhibit noticeable differences across domains (e.g., as Table 3 shows, the average knowledge scores are much higher for social media platforms than for personal banking).

To empirically verify that our results were related to consumer knowledge, as suggested by our theoretical arguments, and not to alternative consumer characteristics, we also included the domain-specific lead user scale (adapted from Hoffman, Kopalle, and Novak 2010), the emergent consumer scale (adapted from Hoffman, Kopalle, and Novak 2010), and the domain-specific consumer innovativeness scale (adapted from Goldsmith and Hofacker 1991) in Study 1 (for more details about the scale items, reliability, and discriminant validity assessments, see the Appendix). We found that our hypotheses did not hold when consumers were characterized on the basis of any of these alternative characteristics, suggesting that consumer knowledge is indeed the relevant construct for our analysis.

**Study 1**

**Method**

We recruited 407 participants from MTurk to complete the online idea generation task. The flow of the study was as follows. Each respondent first answered the knowledge measurement scale items and the open-ended questions discussed previously (see the “Measuring Consumer Knowledge” subsection and the Appendix). Next, a description of the technology was given. Finally, the respondent was randomly assigned to one of the four experimental conditions, with each asking him or her to generate some ideas for possible applications of the EasyCode technology.

In the control condition (stimulus ideas, not decomposed), we provided all respondents with an identical set of six stimulus ideas and instructed them to generate some ideas for possible applications of the EasyCode technology. To show the respondents possible applications related to the technology, stimulus ideas associated with all three types of support were illustrated (two ideas for paper, two for carton, and two for electronic screens).

In the first treatment condition (no stimulus ideas, not decomposed), we removed stimulus ideas from the survey interface, while keeping other aspects constant. In the second treatment condition (stimulus ideas, decomposed), we prompted the respondents to submit ideas for the three types of support (i.e., paper, carton, and electronic screens) in sequence, with the two stimulus ideas associated with each support type being the same as the ones used in the control condition. In the last treatment condition (no stimulus ideas, decomposed), we removed stimulus ideas and asked respondents to submit ideas for each type of support sequentially.

A total of 750 ideas were generated across the four experimental conditions. We obtained quality score ratings of these ideas by collecting adoption intent ratings from a different set of respondents from MTurk (N = 1,216), as described in the “Idea Evaluation” subsection. To pre-screen these respondents to ensure that none of them was involved in the idea generation task. The quality ratings were used to compute a consumer performance metric score for each respondent in our idea generation task (as described in the “Measuring Consumer Performance” subsection). In summary, 1,623 respondents participated in either the idea generation or idea evaluation task in this study.

**Results**

We tested our hypotheses by estimating the following regression:

\[
Y_j^a = \beta_0 + \beta_K \times K_j + \beta_{ST} \times ST_j + \beta_{DE} \times DE_j
\]

\[
+ \beta_K \times ST \times K_j + \beta_{ST} \times K_j + \beta_K \times DE \times K_j + \epsilon_j,
\]

with \(Y_j^a\) being respondent \(j\)'s performance score on adoption intent, \(K_j\) being the respondent's domain-specific knowledge score (as described in the “Measuring Consumer Knowledge” subsection), \(ST_j\) being an indicator variable denoting whether respondent \(j\) was exposed to stimulus ideas, and \(DE_j\) being an indicator variable denoting whether this respondent completed a decomposed task.\(^3\) Table 4 presents the results.

In line with \(H_1\), the regression analysis showed a significant negative interaction between consumer knowledge and stimulus ideas. In addition, we found a significant positive interaction between consumer knowledge and problem decomposition, confirming \(H_2\). Our analysis also revealed a positive main effect of problem decomposition, which is consistent with findings from prior research (e.g., Coskun et al. 2000; Dennis et al. 1996).

\(^{2}\)To further verify the reliability of the respondents’ self-reported responses to the scale items, we also included some open-ended questions in Study 1 to assess the respondents’ general knowledge and usage of technology products. We found that respondents with higher knowledge scores described significantly more situations. Due to the length of Study 2 and the results from Study 1, we did not include such open-ended questions in the second study.

\(^{3}\)We did not include the interaction term between \(ST_j\) and \(DE_j\) in Equations 1 or 2 because we did not hypothesize an interaction between these two manipulations. Nevertheless, all conclusions held if we included this additional term in our analyses.
To explore the interaction effects further, we examined the effects of stimulus ideas and problem decomposition at one standard deviation below and above the mean knowledge score using a spotlight analysis (Fitzsimons 2008; Irwin and McClelland 2003). Specifically, we centered knowledge score at one standard deviation below (resp., above) the mean and ran a similar regression as in Equation 1 to examine the effects of stimulus ideas and problem decomposition on low-knowledge (resp., high-knowledge) consumers.

As we expected, low-knowledge consumers performed significantly better when stimulus ideas were present than when they were absent ($\beta_{Stim}^{LowKnow} = .245, t = 1.96, p = .05$). We also find that high-knowledge consumers performed significantly worse when they were exposed to stimulus ideas ($\beta_{Stim}^{HighKnow} = -.284, t = 2.27, p < .05$). Our spotlight analyses reveal that problem decomposition enhanced the performance of both high- and low-knowledge consumers, but significantly more so for high-knowledge consumers ($\beta_{Decomposition}^{HighKnow} = 1.026, t = 8.13, p < .01; \beta_{Decomposition}^{LowKnow} = .568, t = 4.45, p < .01$). In summary, our spotlight analyses confirm that (1) stimulus ideas enhance the performance of low-knowledge consumers and are detrimental to the performance of more knowledgeable consumers and (2) problem decomposition enhances the performance of both high- and low-knowledge consumers but is more beneficial for high-knowledge consumers.

Robustness Checks

Given that our idea generation task did not impose any constraint on the time spent on the task or the number of ideas submitted (similar to most existing idea generation platforms), we conducted the following two robustness checks. In the first robustness check, we omitted respondents with task completion time less than one standard deviation below the average completion time. The rationale is that if a respondent completes the task unusually quickly, (s)he may not have paid adequate attention in the study. For similar reasons, in the second robustness check, only respondents who submitted at least one idea were retained in the analysis. Web Appendix A3 presents the results of both robustness checks. Our conclusions hold under both robustness checks.

In addition, we carried out a third robustness check in which we replicated our tests of $H_1$ and $H_2$ with a different sample of respondents and using consumer performance metrics based on alternative idea quality ratings (adoption intent, overall attractiveness, and business value) from three panels of evaluators (MTurk consumers, freshman and sophomore undergraduate students, and senior business majors). We also accounted for the existence of identical or nearly identical ideas in this robustness check to control for potential noise in our performance measures. A total of 1,651 respondents participated in this robustness check. In the interest of space, we provide the detailed description of this effort in Web Appendix A4.

**Discussion**

Compared with the extant literature, this study provides the first empirical evidence that stimulus ideas and problem decomposition have differential impacts on low- and high-knowledge consumers. Consistent with our hypothesis, consumers who are less knowledgeable about the focal problem benefit more from the low-level, concrete search cues provided by stimulus ideas. Because this type of search cue is at odds with the knowledge structures of high-knowledge consumers, and because these consumers are more prone to cognitive fixation, exposure to stimulus ideas had an overall detrimental effect on high-knowledge consumers. In contrast, because problem decomposition provides high-level, abstract search cues that fit better with the cognitive structures that characterize high-knowledge consumers, decomposing the idea generation problem into subproblems is considerably more beneficial for consumers with greater domain-specific knowledge. An important managerial implication from this study is that firms can greatly foster consumer performance in idea generation by customizing the task for low- and high-knowledge consumers. We explore this insight further in Study 2 and the “Customizing Idea Generation Tasks: Empirical Assessment” section.

**Study 2**

**Method**

In Study 2, we specifically examine the impact of varying the task structure from a typical online idea generation platform. Diverging from Study 1, we employed a mixed design in which each respondent was invited to submit ideas in four different idea generation domains in four distinct experimental conditions, with the domains randomly matched to experimental conditions. Consequently, each respondent completed four idea generation tasks, with each domain and each condition shown exactly once in a random order.

In particular, each respondent was invited to submit ideas on how to enhance consumer experience in the fol-
This creates potential confounds because participants are not specific manipulations to be tested in a controlled environment. We mimicked the structure and the look and feel of commercial databases (an open-source database used in web applications). After removing ideas that were clearly off topic, we classified stimulus ideas into subcategories as in most idea generation communities. For example, in the idea generation task related to fast-food restaurants, stimulus ideas were classified into subcategories of “service,” “products,” and “dine-in experience.” Three hundred one consumers recruited from MTurk participated in the main study. Each respondent was presented with four idea generation tasks in a random order, and each task randomly matched a domain and a condition. Within each task, respondents first answered the domain-specific consumer knowledge scale items (see the “Measuring Consumer Knowledge” subsection and the Appendix), after which they were asked to submit ideas related to enhancing consumer experience in the corresponding domain, based on the corresponding experimental condition. We designed the control condition (stimulus ideas, not decomposed) in this study to resemble a typical online generation platform. In particular, respondents were told that they had entered an idea generation community where they could submit their own ideas and browse ideas from other participants. These stimulus ideas were grouped according to the subcategories identified in the pretest. Consistent with the setup in extant idea generation platforms, the subcategory tabs were ordered by the number of stimulus ideas in the subcategory, and ideas in each tab were sorted in decreasing order of their popularity scores obtained in the pretest. Five ideas were shown per page, with the option of seeing additional pages of stimulus ideas in each tab. The popularity score of each idea was displayed next to it, along with “thumbs up” and “thumbs down” icons that allowed participants to vote on the idea. To make the voting feature as realistic as possible, the popularity score shown to the respondent increased or decreased by ten points when (s)he clicked on the thumbs-up or thumbs-down button. However, to ensure that such votes would not alter the popularity scores seen by other respondents, the score changed only for that participant; future participants would see the initial score based on the pretest. In other words, the survey interface was independent across respondents.

During the idea generation task, respondents were free to submit their own ideas and browse/vote on others’ ideas at any time. When clicking on the “Enter Idea Here” button, respondents were taken to a pop-up window where they were prompted to submit one idea at a time. Respondents were also required to categorize their idea into a subcategory when submitting it. We employed such a classification requirement to resemble the common practice in most online idea generation platforms. Consistent with the norm in existing platforms, respondents could submit as many or as few ideas as they desired, and there was no time limit on the task. For screenshots from this study, see Web Appendix A2.

We included three treatment conditions to examine the impact of varying the task structure from a typical online idea generation platform. The first treatment condition (no stimulus ideas, not decomposed) differed from the control condition only in that respondents were not shown any stimulus idea (all other aspects were identical to the control condition). The second treatment condition (stimulus ideas, decomposed) varied from the control condition by explicitly instructing respondents to submit ideas related to each subcategory in sequence (e.g., “How could we improve service at fast-food restaurants?” followed by “How could we improve products offered at fast-food restaurants?” and “How could we improve dine-in experience at fast-food restaurants?”). Within each decomposed task, respondents were exposed to stimulus ideas from the corresponding subcategory (i.e., ideas related to “service,” “products,” or “dine-in experience,” as in the previous example), using the
same set of ideas as in the control condition. All other aspects were identical to the control condition. The third treatment condition (no stimulus ideas, decomposed) differed from the control in that no stimulus ideas were presented and the problem was decomposed. Again, all other aspects were similar to the control condition.

A total of 3,566 ideas were generated in this study (fast-food restaurants: 874; personal banking: 773; movie theaters: 1,189; and social media platforms: 730 ideas). Given that the results of our hypothesis testing in Study 1 did not change after controlling for identical or nearly identical ideas, for simplicity we did not identify such ideas in Study 2. Nevertheless, ideas that were apparently unrelated to the topic were removed manually.

We collected two sets of idea quality scores (see the “Idea Evaluation” subsection). We obtained the consumer evaluation scores from a different panel of 2,838 consumers recruited from MTurk. In addition, 358 senior business major students were recruited to evaluate these ideas’ business value. Altogether, 4,805 respondents participated in the pretest, the main study, or the idea evaluation task in this study.

Results

We employed a mixed-effects model to test our two hypotheses while controlling for heterogeneity in both respondents and domains. In particular, we used a random-effect coefficient to capture heterogeneity across respondents. We employed fixed effects to capture heterogeneity across domains. We estimate the following model in this study:

\[
Y_{jk}^m = \beta_{0j} + \beta_{\text{bank}} \times \text{Bank}_{jk} + \beta_{\text{movie}} \times \text{Movie}_{jk} + \beta_{\text{social}} \times \text{Social}_{jk} + \beta_{K} \times K_{jk} + \beta_{ST} \times ST_{jk} + \beta_{DE} \times DE_{jk} \\
+ \beta_{K \times ST} \times K_{jk} \times ST_{jk} + \beta_{K \times DE} \times K_{jk} \times DE_{jk} + \epsilon_{jk}.
\]

where \(Y_{jk}^m\) represents respondent j’s performance score in task k on metric m; \(\text{Bank}_{jk}\), \(\text{Movie}_{jk}\), and \(\text{Social}_{jk}\) are indicator variables denoting whether the kth idea generation task completed by respondent j was related to personal banking, movie theaters, or social media platforms, respectively; \(K_{jk}\) is respondent j’s domain-specific knowledge score in task k; \(ST_{jk}\) is an indicator variable denoting whether respondent j was exposed to stimulus ideas in task k; and \(DE_{jk}\) indicates whether problem decomposition was used for task k of respondent j.

As we discuss in the “Measuring Consumer Knowledge” subsection, because the knowledge score measures are domain specific, we mean-centered the \(K_{jk}\) measure in Equation 2 for each specific domain separately. We used standardized consumer performance scores in our analysis as before. Given that \(Y_{jk}^m\) was measured on the basis of both consumer evaluations and business value evaluations of ideas generated, we ran three separate mixed-effects models with the dependent variable calculated from (1) consumer evaluation scores, (2) business value evaluation scores, and (3) the average of these two.

Table 5 presents the results. Overall, the three consumer performance metrics gave rise to identical conclusions. The random-effects coefficient reveals that there was considerable heterogeneity among respondents in their performance at the idea generation tasks. The fixed-effects coefficients indicate that, in general, respondents performed the best in generating ideas related to movie theaters. In contrast, enhancing consumer experience in personal banking seemed to be the most challenging idea generation task.

Consistent with Study 1, we found a significant positive main effect of explicitly decomposing the idea generation task into subtasks. In addition, in line with our previous study, we found no main effect of stimulus ideas. Notably, whereas Study 1 did not reveal a significant main effect of domain-specific consumer knowledge, it played a significa-

TABLE 5
Study 2 Estimation Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consumer Performance Metric Based on:</th>
<th>Consumer Evaluation</th>
<th>Business Value Evaluation</th>
<th>Average of Two Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intercept</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-.575*</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>-.462*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD of intercept</td>
<td>.490*</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>.497*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Idea Generation Task</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal banking</td>
<td>-.164*</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>-.263*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movie theaters</td>
<td>.490*</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>.311*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social media platforms</td>
<td>-.112*</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>-.261*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main Effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>.189*</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>.186*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus</td>
<td>-.009</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>-.017*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decomposition</td>
<td>1.056*</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>1.052*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interaction Effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge × Stimulus</td>
<td>-.193*</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>-.202*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge × Decomposition</td>
<td>.122*</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>.107*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant at .05.
cant positive role in consumer performance in Study 2. This might be because, compared with our previous study, which measures consumer knowledge about technological products in general (rather than about the specific technology of EasyCode), Study 2 measures domain knowledge more specifically.

The bottom panel of Table 5 illustrates results related to our hypothesis testing. In line with findings from our previous study, we found a significant negative interaction between domain-specific consumer knowledge and exposure to stimulus ideas. Furthermore, as predicted in H2, we found a significant positive interaction between domain knowledge and problem decomposition. We further carried out spotlight analysis to explore these interaction effects. Because we obtained identical conclusions when the three consumer performance metrics were used in the mixed-effects model, we employed spotlight analysis using the average of the two standardized consumer performance metrics. Specifically, we ran two additional mixed-effects models with knowledge scores centered at one standard deviation below and above the domain-specific mean. Our analysis revealed that stimulus ideas were highly beneficial for low-knowledge consumers (βlowKnow = .154, t = 2.87, p < .01). In contrast, exposure to such ideas impeded the performance of high-knowledge consumers (βhighKnow = -.180, t = 3.35, p < .01). In addition, explicitly decomposing the idea generation task into subtasks had a significantly stronger positive impact on high-knowledge consumers than on their low-knowledge counterparts (βDEhighKnow = 1.151, t = 21.41, p < .01; βDElowKnow = .957, t = 17.87, p < .01).

### Robustness Checks

In line with Study 1, we further conducted robustness checks in which we omitted respondents with task completion time less than one standard deviation below the mean or respondents who submitted zero ideas in an idea generation task. All our previously discussed conclusions remain intact (Web Appendix A3).

### Discussion

This study provides the first empirical investigation of the impact of varying the task structure from a typical online idea generation platform. We find that consumer performance in idea generation can be enhanced considerably by modifying the task structure from the extant setup used in most idea generation platforms. In particular, we find that although most online idea generation platforms classify ideas into different subcategories, explicit instructions to guide respondents to work on each subcategory separately lead to substantial gains in consumer performance. Furthermore, because high-knowledge consumers are better served with high-level, abstract search cues offered by problem decomposition, we find that such an improvement in consumer performance is even more pronounced in high-knowledge consumers.

Furthermore, while most extant idea generation platforms offer identical task structures to all consumers, our study suggests that customizing the task structure on the basis of the participant’s domain-specific consumer knowledge can be highly beneficial. Indeed, exposure to idea examples from other participants in an idea generation platform can significantly decrease the performance of participants with more abundant domain-specific knowledge. Therefore, our study suggests that online idea generation platforms should be customized by domain knowledge such that others’ ideas are not shown to high-knowledge consumers immediately after they access the platform. Although our experiment compared the two extremes of showing versus not showing stimulus ideas, firms may experiment with showing stimulus ideas to high-knowledge consumers only after they have had an opportunity to submit a set of initial ideas. It is also important to note that to the extent that firms value votes submitted by consumers, high-knowledge consumers may still be given the opportunity to provide feedback on ideas submitted by other participants, but preferably only after having submitted a few ideas of their own.

### Customizing Idea Generation Tasks: Empirical Assessment

After obtaining empirical support for our hypotheses, we further examined the benefits of customizing the idea generation task conditional on each consumer’s domain knowledge. As per our empirical findings, we consider a customized idea generation system that would (1) assess the participant’s knowledge level of the focal problem, (2) categorize low- versus high-knowledge consumers on the fly, and (3) customize the task so that (a) low-knowledge consumers are presented with a decomposed idea generation problem in which stimulus ideas are offered for each subproblem and (b) high-knowledge consumers are assigned to a decomposed idea generation task without stimulus ideas.

Although our hypothesis testing employed a continuous consumer knowledge measure, task customization inevitably requires classifying consumers into low- and high-knowledge types. To mimic a situation in which each consumer is classified on the fly, we used the median split of respondents’ domain-specific knowledge scores to classify respondents as high- versus low-knowledge consumers in the corresponding domain. We used the median split approach because this method has been widely used to classify consumers into high- and low-knowledge types (e.g., Bettman and Susan 1987; Dahl and Moreau 2007; Mandel and Johnson 2002).

Both Studies 1 and 2 enable us to assess the value of such a customized idea generation system ex post. In particular, in each study we compare the performance of low-knowledge consumers in the stimulus ideas, decomposed condition (Condition 3) combined with high-knowledge consumers in the no stimulus ideas, decomposed condition (Condition 4) with the performance of consumers in any of the four conditions (i.e., all consumers assigned to the same task structure).

Because Study 2 includes idea generation tasks in four distinct domains, we used the domain-specific median knowledge scores to categorize each respondent at the domain level. For example, the same respondent may be classified as a high-knowledge consumer in fast-food restaurants but a low-knowledge consumer in personal bank-
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ing. In addition, in our comparisons presented subsequently, consumer performance scores in Study 2 were based on the average of consumer and business value evaluations.

Table 6 provides the results of such comparisons.\(^5\) In both studies, we find that the average performance of low-knowledge consumers in Condition 3 combined with high-knowledge consumers in Condition 4 is significantly superior to that of consumers (both types combined) in all four conditions. Notably, Table 6 also reveals that the commonly adopted task structure in most extant online generation platforms (Condition 1: stimulus ideas, not decomposed, assigned to everyone) yielded among the worst consumer performance across the four conditions, indicating that the current idea generation task structure used by many firms or agencies is indeed quite suboptimal. Overall, our findings suggest that a customized system has the potential to considerably enhance the value firms derive from involving consumers in idea generation.

Conclusions

Despite the increasing popularity of consumer involvement in idea generation, research on how firms may foster consumer performance in such tasks has been scarce. To our knowledge, our research is among the first attempts to investigate this underresearched yet important topic. Our research uncovers clear and simple modifications that would enhance online idea generation platforms and shows that customized idea generation systems can be highly beneficial managerially.

\(^5\)Note that consumer performance scores from Studies 1 and 2 are not directly comparable. While, in general, respondents in Study 2 submitted more ideas in each domain than those in Study 1, the idea quality scores in Study 2 were based on five-point scales rather than on ten-point scales as in Study 1. As robustness checks, we also carried out similar comparisons after omitting respondents with task completion time less than one standard deviation below the mean and after excluding respondents with zero idea submissions in an idea generation task (Web Appendix A3).

Specifically, we demonstrate that low-level, concrete search cues such as stimulus ideas are considerably more beneficial to low-knowledge consumers than to high-knowledge consumers. In addition, although explicitly decomposing the idea generation task into subtasks leads to substantial improvement in the performance of both low- and high-knowledge consumers, problem decomposition is significantly more beneficial for high-knowledge consumers. Our hypotheses were supported by two studies involving more than 6,000 respondents in total.

We further outline a modified idea generation platform in which problem decomposition is used more explicitly and other participants' ideas are not shown to high-knowledge consumers. Our empirical results suggest that firms can significantly improve consumer performance in idea generation by employing such a system. With the increased availability of web-based online idea generation platforms and the readily available web technology to classify consumers on the fly on the basis of their domain knowledge, this process may be readily implemented in a timely and cost-effective manner.

We conclude by highlighting some avenues for further research other than those already mentioned. First, future studies may identify optimal ways of classifying ideas into subcategories and decomposing the task accordingly. Although our hypotheses are robust to the range of decompositions that we tested in our studies, future work could further explore how many subcategories should be used and what principles should be used to determine these categories. Second, although we adopted well-established approaches to measuring consumer performance in idea generation, we acknowledge that the ultimate performance metric should be the market performance of the new products that are developed on the basis of these ideas. However, collecting this metric requires developing and launching such products, which was not feasible in our context. Further research may explore how to incorporate such metrics into performance evaluations.

### TABLE 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consumer Performance</th>
<th>Low Knowledge</th>
<th>High Knowledge</th>
<th>All Consumers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Study 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 1:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus ideas, not</td>
<td>9.033</td>
<td>6.034</td>
<td>7.953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decomposed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No stimulus ideas,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not decomposed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 3:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decomposed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 4:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No stimulus ideas,</td>
<td>10.565</td>
<td>5.612</td>
<td>20.701*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decomposed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customized: Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowledge in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ High knowledge in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Study 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 1:</td>
<td>6.493</td>
<td>4.832</td>
<td>5.491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus ideas, not</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decomposed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 2:</td>
<td>5.051</td>
<td>4.191</td>
<td>7.393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No stimulus ideas,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not decomposed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 3:</td>
<td>15.043*</td>
<td>9.146</td>
<td>15.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus ideas,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decomposed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No stimulus ideas,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decomposed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customized: Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowledge in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ High knowledge in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Best in column at .05.
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Appendix: Measurement Scales Used to Categorize Consumer Type

Domain-Specific Consumer Knowledge Scale Used in Study 1
(Adapted from Mitchell and Dacin 1996; Cronbach’s alpha = .835)

- Compared to the average person, I do not know much about technology products. (reverse-coded)
- I am very familiar with technology products.
- I am not skilled at utilizing technology products. (reverse-coded)
- I am very interested in technology products.
- I own a lot of technology products.
- My friends own a lot of technology products.
- I read articles related to technology products all the time.

Domain-Specific Consumer Knowledge Scales Used in Study 2
(Adapted from Mitchell and Dacin 1996)

Fast-Food Restaurants (Cronbach’s alpha = .834)
- Compared to the average person, I do not know much about fast-food restaurants. (reverse-coded)
- I am very familiar with fast-food restaurants.
- I am not knowledgeable about fast-food restaurants. (reverse-coded)
- I am very interested in fast-food restaurants.
- I go to fast-food restaurants a lot.
- My friends go to fast-food restaurants a lot.
- I read about fast-food restaurants (e.g., reviews, blogs, inserts, ads, flyers) all the time.

Personal Banking (Cronbach’s alpha = .862)
- Compared to the average person, I do not know much about personal banking. (reverse-coded)
- I am very familiar with personal banking.
- I am not skilled at utilizing various personal banking products and services. (reverse-coded)
- I am very interested in personal banking.
- I use a lot of personal banking products and services.
- My friends use various personal banking products and services.
- I read about different personal banking products and services all the time.

Movie Theaters (Cronbach’s alpha = .845)
- Compared to the average person, I do not know much about movie theaters. (reverse-coded)
- I am very familiar with movie theaters.
- I am not knowledgeable about movie theaters. (reverse-coded)
- I am very interested in going to the movies.
- I go to movie theatres a lot.
- My friends go to movie theaters a lot.
- I read about movie theaters (e.g., reviews, blogs, inserts, flyers) all the time.

Social Media Platforms (Cronbach’s alpha = .870)
- Compared to the average person, I do not know much about social media platforms. (reverse-coded)
- I am very familiar with various social media websites.
- I am not skilled at the various functions/features offered by different social media platforms. (reverse-coded)
- I am very interested in social media websites.
- I participate in a lot of social media websites.
- My friends use social media websites a lot.
- I read about social media websites (e.g., reviews, blogs) all the time.

Alternative Consumer Characteristic Scales Collected in Study 1

Domain-Specific Lead Users Scale (Adapted from Hoffman, Kopalle, and Novak 2010; Cronbach’s alpha = .658)
- Other people consider me as “leading edge” with respect to technology products.
- I tend not to look for new and different usages of technology products. (reverse-coded)
- I have suggested to my friends and family members some new and different ways of utilizing new technology.
- I normally do not participate in store offers/promotions to try out new technology products. (reverse-coded)
- I have come up with some new and different solutions to satisfy my unmet needs by using technology products.

Emergent Consumers Scale (Adapted from Hoffman, Kopalle, and Novak 2010; Cronbach’s alpha = .817)
- When I hear about a new technology product, it is easy for me to come up with ideas of how to apply this technology.
- If I don’t see an immediate use for a new technology, I normally do not think about how I might use it in the future. (reverse-coded)
- When I see a new technology product, it is easy for me to visualize how it might fit into the life of an average person in the future.
- If someone gave me a new technology product with no clear application, I could “fill in the blanks” so someone else would know what to do with it.
- Even if I don’t see an immediate use for a new technology, I like to imagine how people might use it in the future.
- I try to avoid experimenting with new ways of using new technology products. (reverse-coded)
- I do not like to find patterns in complexity. (reverse-coded)
- I can picture how new technology products could be applied to improve an average person’s life.

Domain-Specific Consumer Innovativeness Scale (Adapted from Goldsmith and Hofacker 1991; Cronbach’s alpha = .790)
- In general, I am among the last in my circle of friends to adopt new technology products. (reverse-coded)
- If I heard that a new technology product was available, I would be interested to try it out.
- Compared to my friends, I do not adopt a lot of technology products. (reverse-coded)
- In general, I am the first in my circle of friends to know about a new technology product.
- I will adopt a new technology product, even if I haven’t heard of it before.
- I get to know many technology products before other people do.
Discriminant Validity Checks

In Study 1, we also conducted discriminant validity checks of the previously listed consumer characteristic scales in a pretest with 123 respondents following the guidelines proposed by Churchill (1979). For the seven-item consumer knowledge scale, we submitted the corresponding items to an exploratory factor analysis with oblique rotation. The analysis suggested one dominant factor with loadings above .570 for all the items. We conducted similar analysis for the five-item domain-specific lead user scale. The exploratory factor analysis suggested one dominant factor with loadings above .5 for all the items. With regard to the eight-item emergent consumer scale, the exploratory factor analysis revealed a single factor with factor loading above .62 for all items. Finally, for the six-item domain-specific consumer innovativeness scale, the exploratory factor analysis suggested a single factor with factor loading above .563 for all items. A correlation analysis revealed moderate correlations among the four consumer type categorizations (ranging from .382 between lead users and emergent consumers to .429 between emergent consumers and high-knowledge consumers). We further used confirmatory factor analysis to formally test the discriminant validity of these four constructs. We found that a four-factor structural model fits the data significantly better (goodness-of-fit index = .917, root mean square error of approximation = .053) than a single-factor model (goodness-of-fit index = .6749, root mean square error of approximation = .095), suggesting that domain-specific knowledge, domain-specific leader user, emergent nature, and domain-specific innovativeness are four distinct constructs.
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